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Abstract
INTEX is an integrated Natural Language Processing toolbox based on nite state transducers
(FSTs). It parses texts of several million words, and includes large-coverage dictionaries and
grammars. Texts, Dictionaries and Grammars are represented internally by FSTs. The user may
add his=her own dictionaries and grammars; these tools are applied to texts in order to locate
lexical and syntactic patterns, remove ambiguities, and tag simple words as well as complex
utterances. INTEX builds lemmatized concordances and indices of texts with respect to all types
of nite state patterns; it is used as a lexical parser to produce the input of a syntactic parser,
but can also be viewed as an information retrieval system. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
INTEX automatically identies words and morpho-syntactic patterns in large texts:
{ INTEX builds the dictionary of the words of a given text, that is, extract from
selected general dictionaries all the entries that occur in the text. Words may be
simple words (sequences of letters, e.g. table), compounds (sequences of simple
words which include a separator, e.g. word processor) or, more generally, complete
frozen expressions (sequences of words which accept insertions, e.g. to take ... into
account).
{ INTEX can locate in texts all occurrences of a given word (grouping its inected
forms), of a given category (e.g. all feminine plural adjectives) or of a morpho-
syntactic pattern given in the form of a regular expression.
{ INTEX can apply grammars represented by Finite State Automata (FSA) to texts;
build indices or lemmatized concordances for all occurrences of the patterns rec-
ognized by such grammars; nite state transducers (FSTs) may be applied to texts
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in order to perform search & replace, or search & insert operations on the text.
Applying FSTs on a text in cascades allows users to perform powerful operations
on texts. 1
{ Looking up words in the dictionaries provides several solutions in the general case;
INTEX uses local grammars to remove word ambiguities in texts, or to detect errors
or deviant sequences.
{ While INTEX already includes several large coverage, built-in dictionaries, it allows
users to edit, verify, and add their own dictionaries, in order to increase coverage of
texts, to adapt the system to specic texts, etc. INTEX allows users to describe the
inectional morphology of a language by means of FSTs, and to apply these FSTs
to dictionaries in order to automatically inect them; the resulting dictionary can be
compacted, stored in a FST, and then applied to (large) texts in linear time.
{ INTEX includes also a set of tools to edit and maintain a large number of FSTs rep-
resenting grammars used for the description of inectional morphology, orthographic
variation, derivation morphology, grouping of synonymous expressions, local disam-
biguation of grammatical words, identication of syntactic patterns.
{ INTEX includes over 30 utilities for the processing of FSTs and their application
on texts: union (union of several FSTs), inter (intersection of 2 FSTs), determ
(determinization), minim (minimization), recon (application of a FST-grammar to
a text), dico (application of a FST-dictionary to a text), nomatch (negation of a
FST), graph2fst (from graphs to FSTs), reg2fst (from regular expressions to
FSTs), compact (compilation of a FST from a Dictionary) genere (exploration
of all paths of an FST), ecrit (displays a FST in an ASCII format), dessine
(displays a FST in a graphical format), etc. These tools are all in the form of UNIX
lters, thus can be combined easily, e.g.
$ union FST1 FST2 FST3 | determ | minim |inter FST4 >FST5
Usually, the rst thing to do is to select the working language and load a text. INTEX
performs basic statistics on the texts, such as counting the number of tokens in the
text or the number of occurrences of each token, and sorts them by frequency. The
user can select his=her linguistic tools to parse the text. Tools are either dictionaries
or FSTs.
2. INTEX graph editor
FSTs are represented in INTEX by nite state graphs, usually entered with the
INTEX graph editor. Basically, the \input" part of a FST is used to identify specic
sequences in texts; the \output" part is used to perform substitutions in the text, to
associate each identied occurrence with some information, or to enrich the text by
1 In INTEX, FSA are processed as FSTs that produce the empty string.
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Fig. 1. INTEX graph editor.
inserting linguistic markers into it. The graphical representation of FSTs in INTEX is
similar to the traditional one, but it has been simplied in several ways. The most
important dierences are that states can be hidden; 2 transitions are displayed in boxes;
embedded FSTs can be inserted in a graph. For instance, consider the following 2-tape
regular expression:
$ cat zz
(a/A + b/B) c/C c/C* d/D
\+" is the disjunction operator, \*" is the Kleene operator. The term \a/A" stands for
\match a and produce A". Using the two tools reg2fst (from regular expression to
FST) and ecrit (to get an ASCII-readable print), we get the following FST:




From State 1, the two transitions labelled \a/A" and \b/B" go to state 2; From State
2, the transition labelled \c/C" goes to state 2, the transition labelled \d/D" goes to
state 3; state 3 is nal. This FST could have been entered graphically as shown in
Fig. 1.
3. Inectional morphology
INTEX is based on the use of a large coverage electronic dictionaries that contain
all the lemmas of a language (generally, the masculine singular form of nouns and
adjectives, and the innitive form of verbs). Here are for instance four entries of
2 States can be imagined as being at the left of every box.
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Fig. 2. Finite state transducer N32.
the French DELAS dictionary (descriptions of electronic dictionaries and the lexicon-





This states that ‘aider’ is a transitive verb (V+t), ‘beau’ is an adjective (A), ‘cousin’
is a Human Noun (N+Hum) and ‘de’ is a Preposition (PREP).
Numerical codes represent the inectional class of each word (adjectives, nouns and
verbs inect in French). Each inectional class is described by a FST that recognizes
a set of suxes, and produces the corresponding inectional codes. For instance, the
French noun \cousin" (masculine singular) inects to \cousine" (feminine singular),
\cousins" (masculine plural) and \cousines" (feminine plural). This inection class is
represented by the FST N32 (Fig. 2).
The lemma will be associated with the code ms (masculine, singular). The sux e is
associated with the code fs (feminine singular), the sux s with the code mp (mascu-
line plural), and the sux es with the code fp (feminine plural). A mere exploration
of the FST concatenated to each DELAS entry produces all the corresponding inected
forms.
The lemma is not always a proper prex of all its inected forms; for instance, the
inected forms of the French Adjective beau are: beau (ms), belle (fs), beaux (mp),
belles (fp). Therefore it is necessary to add a \delete" operator that processes the output
generated by the exploration of the FST. The corresponding FST A72 is given by the
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following 2-tape regular expression:
<E>/ms + LLlle/fs + x/mp + LLlles/fp
The new L operator (corresponding to a PUSH stack operator) is used to delete one
character from the current position in the lemma (the initial position is set at the end
of the lemma).
The transducer V3 that represents the conjugation of French rst-group transitive
verbs is represented by the following 2-tape regular expression:
<E>/W + 2ant/G + 2e/Kms + 2ee/Kfs + 2es/Kmp + 2ees/Kfp + 1/ P1s:P3s
:S1s:S3s:Y2s + 1s/P2s + 2ons/P1p + 1z/P2p + 1nt/P3p + 2ais/ I1s +
2ais/I2s + 2ait/I3s + 2ions/I1p + 2iez/I2p + 2aient/I3p + 2ai/J1s
+ 2as/J2s + 2a/J3s + 2a^mes/J1p + 2a^tes/J2p + 2erent/J3p + ai/F1s
+ as/F2s + a/F3s + ons/F1p + ez/F2p + ont/F3p + 1s/S2s + 2ions/S1p
+ 2iez/S2p + 1nt/S3p + 2asse/T1s + 2asses/T2s + 2at/T3s +
2assions/T1p + 2assiez/T2p + 2assent/T3p + 2ons/Y1p + 1z/Y2p +
ais/C1s + ais/C2s + ait/C3s + ions/C1p + iez/C2p + aient/C3p
<E> stands for the empty string. A number of repeated L’s is abbreviated by the
number itself, e.g. 2 stands for LL. For instance, the term 2ons/P1p states that if we
delete 2 letters from the end of the lemma (e.g. aider gives aid), and we add ons
(e.g. aidons), we get the conjugated form in the Present, 1st person plural (P1p). The
term 1/P1s:P3s:S1s:S3s:Y2s states that if we delete one letter from the end of the
lemma, we get a ve-time ambiguous form that corresponds to the rst or third person
singular in the present (P1s:P3s), in the subjunctive (S1s:S3s), or the second person
singular in the imperative (Y2s).
Some of the FSTs are used widely (e.g. V3 conjugates 11 000 French verbs), while
others are used only for a unique word (e.g. V1 conjugates only the verb avoir).
More generally, INTEX inectional FSTs may include 4 stack operators (PUSH,
OUTPUT, POP, POP & OUTPUT), each operation takes a constant time to process.
Therefore the process of inecting a DELAS-type dictionary is linear. The resulting
DELAF dictionary contains all the inected forms of the language.
The French DELAF contains 950 000 entries; the English DELAF contains 200 000
entries; the Italian, Portuguese and Spanish DELAF contain around 1 200 000 entries;
the Russian DELAF contains over 3 000 000 entries.
4. Dictionaries and lexical FSTs
4.1. Dictionaries
INTEX is based on two large coverage built-in dictionaries:
{ The DELAF dictionary contains all the forms generated from the DELAS dictionary.
Each entry in the DELAF has been automatically associated with explicit morpho-
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Fig. 3. Applying dictionaries to a text.
logical information for each word: its canonical form (e.g. the innitive for Verbs),
its part of speech (e.g. Noun), and some inectional information (e.g. rst person





The token a is the verb avoir conjugated in the third person singular present (P3s);
abaissa is a verbal form of abaisser conjugated in the third person singular \Passe
simple" (J3s); abandon is the masculine plural form of the noun abandon; rations is
either a conjugated form of the verb rater in the rst person plural imperfect (I1p),
or the feminine plural form of the noun ration.
Since the morphological analysis of each token is performed by a simple lookup
routine, INTEX guarantees an error free result (there is no guessing algorithm nor
‘probabilistic’ result). INTEX includes other dictionaries for proper names, toponyms,
acronyms, etc. which can be extended at will.
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{ The DELACF dictionary contains over 200 000 compounds, mostly Nouns. Each
entry in the DELACF is associated with its canonical form, its part of speech, and
some inectional information. Morphological analysis, that is reduction to canonical
forms, is performed in the same way. The following are three entries of the French
DELACF:
a tout de suite, a tout de suite.ADV+PCDC
cartes bleues,carte bleue.N+NA+Conc:fp
pommes de terre,pomme de terre.N+NDN+Conc:fp
The adverbial a tout de suite (see you soon) is invariable, the two compound nouns
carte bleue (bank card) and pomme de terre (potato) are inected according to dif-
ferent rules. INTEX includes other dictionaries such as compound proper names. The
user may add any dictionary of simple words and=or of compounds.
INTEX stores these large dictionaries into Minimal Deterministic Finite State Au-
tomata. 3 via the command compact. Building a Deterministic FSA from an ASCII
dictionary takes a time that is proportional to the length of the dictionary; minimizing
the resulting FST is performed in a time that is proportional to the number of states of
the latter FSA: it consists in exploring the FST and renumbering each state, depending
of its outgoing transitions. Techniques for minimizing DELAF FSA are described in
[4,5].
The French DELAF contains over 950 000 entries; the corresponding ASCII le size
is over 30 Mbytes; the Deterministic FSA contains over 1 million states; the resulting
Minimal Deterministic FSA has 250 000 states and is stored in a 1.2 Mbyte le. The
consultation of these dictionaries is performed by a mere application of these FSA=FST
to texts (each consultation takes a time which is proportional to the word length).
4.2. Lexical FSTs
In many cases, FSTs represent linguistic units more naturally than dictionaries. For
instance, the following FST in Fig. 4 is used to group together all the derived forms
of the Noun France, and to produce the corresponding Inectional code. This FST
could be used in Information Retrieval Systems, in order to index together all these
utterances.
FSTs may also be used to group synonymous expressions together for an information
retrieval system, to produce the translation of a series of term variants, etc. For example,
FSTs may be used to bring together graphical variants of a word: such an equivalence
class can be used to check the spelling coherency of a word, as in the following graph
tsar: here the four variants csar, czar, tsar, tzar will be tagged as: tsar.N:ms (Noun
tsar, masculine singular), and the four plural variants csars, czars, tsars, tzars will be
3 The resulting le can be seen as an Automaton that implements a perfect hashing, where each nal state
is associated with the corresponding lexical information, or as a Minimal Sub-sequential FST that produces
the same information
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Fig. 4. Morphological FST.
tagged as tsar.N:mp (masculine plural). After having applied this FST to any text,
these eight forms will be indexed with the same key tsar.
By selecting and applying dictionaries and FSTs to a text, the user builds the dic-
tionary of the text. INTEX provides this resulting dictionary, as well as the list of
all unknown tokens. Generally, these tokens are either spelling errors, proper names or
numerical data, that can be processed by means of specic dictionaries or FSTs.
5. Locating morpho-syntactic patterns
After having applied the dictionary of the simple and compound words of the text, the
user can locate morpho-syntactic patterns in the corpus, index or build a concordance
for all occurrences of the pattern. Patterns may be:
{ A morpho-syntactic pattern represented by a regular expression; for instance, the
following formula is a regular expression:
(<be> (<ADV> + <E>) going to + will) <V:W>
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Fig. 5. FST tsar.
Fig. 6. Indexing a regular expression.
This pattern matches any sequence beginning with a conjugated form of the verb to
be, followed by an optional Adverb (<E> is the empty string), followed by going
to, then any Verb in the innitive, or any sequence of will followed by a Verb in
the innitive. Categories codes match simple and compound words; for example,
<ADV> matches simple adverbs (e.g. suddenly) and compound adverbs (e.g. all of
a sudden) since a dictionary of such expressions is available.
{ Local grammars that represent sets of synonymous idiomatic or technical expressions,
such as: perdre la te^te, l’esprit, le nord, etc. A systematic construction has begun
in LADL; we already have graphs describing adverbial complements expressing
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Fig. 7. Inserting labeled parentheses in a text.
measure sequences (temperature, speed, length, etc.), times and dates, e.g. le 17
fevrier 1993, le premier lundi du mois de juin examples of local grammars for
French can be found in [3].
Graphs of dierent languages can be linked, so that each matching sequence in the
source language could be automatically associated with the corresponding graph in the
target language (e.g. lose one’s head, mind, bearings, etc.);
{ FSTs can also be applied to texts to perform some operations, in two modes. In
REPLACE mode, all the recognized sequences of the text are replaced with the
corresponding FST output; in MERGE mode, the output of the FST is inserted
in the text, just before the recognized sequences. For instance, the following 2-tape
regular expression could be used to remove all adverbs from a text (The FST output
is the empty string):
<ADV>
The FST shown in Fig. 7 could insert labeled parentheses around some noun phrases
in texts.
6. Removing ambiguities with local grammars
After having applied the dictionaries for simple and compound words to a text, the
text is represented by a FST, in which all the utterances are associated with one or
more lexical hypotheses (Fig. 8). For instance, at this stage, the following text:
il la donne
would be represented by the following regular expression: 4
{il,.PRO:3ms}
({la,le.PRO:3fs} + {la,le.DET:fs} + {la,.N:ms})
4 INTEX displays the FST graphically.
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Fig. 8. Removing ambiguities in texts.
({donne,.N:fs} + {donne,donner.V:P1s} + {donne,donner.V:P3s} +
{donne,donner.V:S1s} + {donne,donner.V:S3s} +
{donne,donner.V:Y2s})
la can be a pronoun, a determiner or a noun (musical note); donne is a noun (deal),
or ve conjugated forms of the verb donner (to give). Many of these ambiguities are
absurd, and can easily be deleted by applying a local grammar. A local grammar is a
two-part rule represented by a FST: if a given sequence of words is recognized, then
each word of the sequence is tagged in the proper way. For instance, when the local
grammar shown in Fig. 9 is applied to texts.








The remaining ambiguity corresponds to the tense of the verb: indicative or subjunctive
present. The corresponding FST has only 4 transitions. Hence, the number of transitions
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Fig. 9. Local grammar il, on.
quanties the eciency of the removal of ambiguities. By selecting and applying local
grammars to the text, the user eectively removes transitions in the resulting automaton.
By applying one FST at a time, or by merging several, the user can apprehend exactly
how each local grammar covers the text, and how it performs in terms of the number
of deleted transitions.
The length and complexity of FSTs have no limit; hence they can represent a large
number of phenomena. FSTs can merge easily, hence any number of local grammars
may be used at the same time to disambiguate texts. Since INTEX uses dictionary for
simple and compound words, local grammars can be used to disambiguate compounds
as well. INTEX includes over 30 \perfect" local grammars, that is, grammars that
should never produce incorrect tags; users may add their own (perfect, heuristic, or
probabilistic) disambiguating grammars.
7. Conclusion
INTEX is used for several purposes:
{ Lexicographers who build dictionaries for compounds or terminological data bases
try to nd new entries by applying characteristic syntactic patterns to large texts.
For instance, the pattern
<N> (de + d' + de la + du + des) <N>
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corresponds to a type of productive terms in French; by building the corresponding
concordance, saving it, and applying to it the dictionary for compound nouns, users
are able to build a corpus of noun phrases that are candidate to be new (unlisted
yet) compound terms.
{ Linguists who study specic syntactic structures use INTEX to nd attestations of
these structures. For instance, one may search for the following structure in order
to nd predicative nouns associated to the support verbs avoir, donner, e^tre, faire:
(<avoir>+<donner>+<e^tre>+<faire>) (<ADV>+<E>) <N>
{ Our objective is to build a large grammar which covers the language as completely
as possible. By applying \pieces" of a grammar to large texts, and then studying the
outputs, one can correct and rene each piece, and incrementally develop libraries
of grammars, and then the global grammar.
{ INTEX is used to nd \semantic units" in large technical texts, hence it constitutes
a good information retrieval system.
INTEX is used in more than 30 research centers in Europe; see the proceedings of
the rst INTEX workshop for other applications of INTEX. A detailed description of
INTEX and its dictionaries can be found in [9].
Appendix
In the following screen shot, the user has built the concordance of the rst 200 se-
quences that match a regular expression in the text of the Herald Tribune, January 1994.
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In a concordance, each matching sequence is displayed between its left and right
contexts, with a specied length.
Note that the two sequences are still going to get and is not going to be have
been indexed (thanks to the optional Adverb in the regular expression). Users can
change the length of the left and right contexts, and sort the concordance according
to several orders (alphabetically from the left or right context, etc.). Users can also
highlight all matching sequences in the full text; or extract from the full text all the
sentences that match (or don’t match) the pattern in order to construct his-her own
corpus.
When applying a FST that produces some non-empty output to the text, the resulting,
modied text can be loaded and re-processed automatically. This feature allows users
to apply FSTs in cascade, or to apply one given FST in a loop, until a xed point is
reached.
Several statistical tools allow the user to study the Zipf curve corresponding to the
matching sequences, the evolution of the number of matching sequences in the text,
the frequency peaks, etc. (via the Statistical Analysis Panel).
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